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h i g h l i g h t s

� Air cooled battery system was optimized by numerical simulations.
� The cooling performance was investigated by thermal resistance model.
� Required cooling performance was achieved by tapered manifold with air ventilation.
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a b s t r a c t

Lithium ion batteries are commonly employed in hybrid electric vehicles and achieving high energy
density in the battery has been among the most critical issues in the automotive industry. Since thermal
management is very important in the automotive batteries with layout limitation, a design strategy for
effective cooling should be carefully opted. Particularly, a forced air cooling has been considered as a
practical option in the automotive industry. In this article, a specific design of air-cooled battery system is
theoretically investigated and numerically modelled to satisfy the required thermal specifications. Since
a typical battery system in hybrid electric vehicles consists of the stacked multiple battery cells, cooling
performance is determined mainly by the uniform distribution of air flow in the coolant passage which
dissipates heat generated from the battery cells. It is demonstrated that the required cooling perfor-
mance can be achieved by employing the tapered manifold and pressure relief ventilation even without
changing the layout/design of the existing battery system. Furthermore, a theoretical analysis is per-
formed as a design guideline to enhance the cooling performance.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are expected to provide long-
range driving and reasonable refuelling time at the affordable
price ranges which is strongly demanded by the modern drivers of
full-function passenger vehicles. For such vehicles, the high-voltage
battery system is indispensable for driving performance since the
battery provides electric power to the driving motor when accel-
erating and is charged from driving motor during regenerative
braking periods. Therefore, the batteries themselves need to
accommodate high electrical currents [1] over many charginge
discharging cycles. In order to achieve sufficiently high voltages to
power HEVs, many cells must be connected in series to create a
battery system that will likely be confined to an internal
compartment within the vehicle [2]. Thus, high energy density is a

critical factor in the HEV battery for the guaranteed long driving
ranges and reasonable vehicle sizes. For this, various redox chem-
istries and electrolyte materials have been investigated to optimize
the energy density in the battery cell [3]. In conventional lithium
ion batteries, organic electrolyte solutions consisting of organic
solvents, which exhibit flammability and volatility, are used [4].
Although high energy density in the battery system is unavoidable
to commercialize HEVs, safety and long-term durability became
significant issues [5] due to potential overheating [6] or thermal
runaway under extreme conditions [7e9]. Therefore, a well-
designed cooling system is an essential part in the HEV battery
[10] to safely maintain the battery temperature under the required
conditions. Moreover, the life span of lithium ion battery cell is
reduced by about two months for every degree of temperature rise
in an operating range of 30e40 �C [11]. The battery system is
required to maintain the maximum temperature below 40 �C and
the battery cell temperature difference below 5 �C for a full lifespan
[12].
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In this regard, the battery thermal management system,
including traditional cooling systems, such as an air-based thermal
management system with an electric fan [1,7,11,13], a liquid-based
thermal management system [14,15] cooled with water, glycol,
oil, acetone or even refrigerants, a heat pipe-based thermal man-
agement system [16] and a PCM thermal management system
[6,17] have been investigated by many researchers [18]. Heat gen-
eration and dissipation rates have been simulated under natural
and forced air convection conditions [7]. The optimum values for
the flow resistance coefficient of battery system were obtained for
enhancing heat dissipation with a given cooling fan. Wu et al. [19]
suggested that the forced convection cooling with heat pipe could
be effective to control the temperature in the battery. The passive
thermal management systemwith phase change material has been
introduced to achieve efficient cooling of the battery system in
stressful conditions [6,17]. Giuliano et al. [2] measured the various
temperatures with thermochromic liquid crystal during charging
and discharging conditions. They proposed a mechanism that the
uneven heat generation causes a temperature gradient across the
face of the cell. Reciprocated air flow for cooling was designed by
Mahamud and Park [11] to improve temperature uniformity and
reduce maximum cell temperature. Karimi and Li [13] proposed
that another cooling strategy based on the distributive forced-
convection is an efficient and cost-effective method that can ach-
ieve the uniformity in both temperature and voltage distributions
within the battery pack at the various discharge rates.

Many advanced cooling schemes have been proposed for
effective thermal management in the HEV battery system, however,
the air-cooled battery system is still dominant due to the
manufacturing cost, parasitic energy loss, full battery system
weight, and layout limitation. Additionally, air ventilation is
necessary in the particular battery systems which produce poten-
tially hazardous gases [18,20,21]. In this report, a forced-air cooling
technique for Li-ion battery system in HEV is introduced within the
given design constraints. Numerical simulation is conducted to
predict the air flow distribution in the coolant passages and the
temperature distribution in the battery system. It is shown that the
maximum temperature in the battery system can be successfully
controlled under the necessary thermal specifications with a pro-
posed design of tapered manifold and pressure relief ventilation.

2. Design for the air flow configuration

The battery system for the HEVs is composed of 72 battery cells
in two rows to operate 270 V and 1400 Wh. The coolant passages

(3 mm) are formed between the battery cells to dissipate heat flux
of 245 W m�2 from battery cells (Fig. 1). In a row, 36 battery cells
and 37 coolant passages are installed. The overall dimension of the
battery system is 225 mm � 191 mm � 787 mm in width, height
and length, respectively. The configurations of the cooling air flows
are displayed in Fig. 2. The heights of the inlet and outlet manifolds
are 20 mm for each and the dimension of a coolant passage is
3 mm � 65 mm � 151 mm. In the HEV application, the followings
are the design constraints of the air cooling system.

� Thermal design specification: the maximum temperature dif-
ference between the cell and inlet air is below 20 �C.

� Air flow rate: maximum flow rate is 0.045 m3 s�1. Character-
istic curves of fan are shown in Fig. 3.

� Inlet and outlet regions should be located on the same side.
� The heights of the inlet and outlet manifolds are below 20 mm.
� The pressure drop should be minimized to operate the fanwith
the lowest power consumption.

Due to the layout limitation of the battery system in the HEVs,
both the inlet and outlet should be located on the same side. Since
the distribution of air flow rate for the coolant passages directly
affects the temperature of the battery system, optimum manifold
design is critical. In this regard, five types of the manifolds are
designed and displayed in Fig. 4. Type I has the rectangular-shaped
manifold whereas type II and III have the tapered manifolds in the
vertical direction that are linearly expanded or contracted from
20 mm to 10 mm and vice versa. Note that type IV is considered for
the purpose of comparison. For type V, a rectangular ventilation
hole is added to type III in the outlet manifold.

3. Numerical calculation

Numerical calculations are conducted to investigate the effect of
manifold design on the temperature distribution. Commercially
available three-dimensionallycomputerizedfluiddynamics code(Star
ccmþ version 7.02) is used in this study. In the numerical analysis, the
energy and keε turbulent models are employed while buoyancy is
neglected. The Reynolds numbers (Re ¼ velocity � characteristic
length� kinematic viscosity�1) are28,900at the inlet andbelow2000
at the coolant passages. Incompressible air is assumed and all the
calculation results are presented at the steady state condition. Poly-
hedral type with prism layer is used to generate mesh in the
computational domain. The total number of meshes is about
2,400,000 elements as shown Fig. 2(c). Mass flow inlet and pressure
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of battery system integrated with air coolant passages; (a) battery system, (b) battery cell.
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